Polymerase chain reaction-single strand conformation polymorphism analysis of the p53 gene in paraffin-embedded surgical material from human renal cell carcinomas.
p53 tumour suppressor gene mutations were studied in 118 renal cell carcinomas using paraffin-embedded surgical material. Optimal results were obtained with analysis of exon lengths between 150 and 200 base pairs for polymerase chain reaction. Single strand conformation polymorphism and sequencing analysis revealed only two point mutations (2/118, 2%): one involving codon 135; TGC-->TTC (cysteine-->phenylalanine) and the other codon 175; CGC-->CAC (arginine-->histidine). Both of these cases were classified as granular cell subtype on microscopic observation. The data suggest that the p53 tumour suppressor gene is not related to tumour initiation, promotion, or progression of renal cell carcinomas. However, there is the possibility that granular cell type carcinomas may have a different genetic background from clear cell type renal neoplasms.